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THE STUDENT VOICE OF UM-ST. LOUIS
It's Fashionable: Our features and photography departments have put together a
look at Spring fashions . For
this story, see page 3.

Friedman unseated as chair of University Senate
------------" ----------BRIAN
DOUGLAS
..BY
__ ........ _-_._
..............................
_...............-
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special to The Current

Get thee to a pollery: SGA
election s are nex t week and
the informed decision should
include this special presentation on candidates for SGA
offices. For this editorial feature, see pages 4 and 5.
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own, Disoriented
University of Morally
Slurred Lemmings,
DUMSL-The

The University Senate voted to
elect Jeanne Zarucchi as its new
Chairperson on Tuesday.
Zarucchi, an Associate Professor
in foreign languages and art histOry
who has been with the University
since 1985, will officially stan her
term Aug. 1. In the meantime, she
will attend organizational meetings
of the senate, according to senate
secre tary Joan Arban.
Zarucchi defeated current senate
chair Lawrence Friedman in a ballOt
vore, the exact results of which were
not disclosed.

Although Zarucchi said she did
not have any fixed agendas for the
senate, she did express concern for
cenain issues. Zarucchi said she
wanted to assure that the senate
remained a forum for the represenration of the variety of opinions
found in the University.
"I would like to continue th e tradition of broad representation of a
variety of employees, faculty and
students," Zarucchi said.
Zarucchi also stressed the importance of the senate in setting
University policy, . saying she
"would like the Senate to be recognized as a body that has the responsibility to set policy in many mat-

hope that the apparent enthusiasm (among
students) this year is going to result in posit i ve changes for next year.

-Jeanne Morgan Z arucchi
chairperson·elect, University Senate

----------------,, ---------------ters, and not simply to offer recom mendations to the campus community."
Zarucchi pointed to the revisions
of the grade appeal process discussed in the senate on Tuesday as
an example of the senate's power in

policy matters.
Zarucchi stressed the senate's
ability to approve course curriculum
changes, which she described as one
of the senate's most vital functions.
Zarucchi said she is pleased that
full student representation has been

The latest hot-button issue on campus centers around a process
l
beset on all sides by criticism from groups its supposed to protect _-!'---~:1 ~'~~"

achieved in the senate, and 'she
hopes that students v.-ill be active in
the senate by attending the meetings, keeping informed, and c.lsting
their votes. Zarucchi also highlighted the importance of student participation in standing commIttees
to which they had been dected. She
said that student attentlanc,e had
been a proble m in the past, something she hopes to see resolved in
the upcoming year.
"I hope that the apparent enthusiasm this year is go ing to result in
positive changes for next year in
regards to the level of student participation in the senate," Zarucchi
said. 0
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BY DOUG HARRISON

Microsoft Indiana
reach agreement
BLOOMINGTON, IND.
(U-WIRE) - In a groundbreak ing deal wit'h Microsoft,
Indiana University will pay $6
million to obtain Microsoft
software for students, faculty
and staff. IU announced the
agreement Thursday at IUPurdue University at
Indianapolis.
IU will distribute the software free of charge to the IU
community. This is the first
time Microsoft has made a
deal of this kind with a college or university.
Beginning Tuesday, students will be able to get
copies of Office for Windows
(Word, Excel, PowerPoint and
Access), Office for Macintosh
(Word, Excel and
PowerPoint), Internet
Explorer, FrontPage and
Visual Studio at the Indiana
Memorial Union's East Lobby.
From 3 to 6 p.m., University
Information Technology
Services will distribute COROM's with the software on
it. The CD 's will be free
Tuesday, but students picking
them up later will have to pay
a $5 charge for the CO itself.
IU's vice president for
information technology
Michael McRobbie said there
will not be an increase in the
IU student technology fee or
other st udent fees bec ause
of the Microsoft agreement.
The money has already been
figured into the IU budget.
Students now pay a $100
technology fee per semester. D
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staff writer

To June Herrell, a provision on page 40 of the iaculty handbook ,vas relatively clear. "a grievance [by a faculty member] is
defined as an allegation that: . . .
[tJhere has been an infringement of
academic freedom of the faculty
member." She had this is mind
when she v.Tote to Chancellor
Blanche Touhill on March 20, 1997.
In that letter, Herrell, a 16-year veteran of nursing inStrUction and 44year veteran of the nursing profession, alleged that her uacademic freedom" had indeed been infringed.
Touhill
A few weeks earlier, then-vice
chancellor for Academic Affairs
has changed two grades
Roosevelt Wright had approved a change of grade for one of
Herrell's studems from the previous semester - a student
Herrell failed in Nursing 102. Herrell said the student's performance in the practicwn, or clinical, stage of the course was
unsatisfactory.
The student appealed the grade to Wright. Wright met \\~th
nursing faculty in late January at which cime Herrell said Wright
"said he saw no reason to change the student's grade." What's
more, no faculty member would agree to change the student's
grade from F to DL (delayed) and issue a new grade.
So Herrell said she was surprised to learn later in February
that Connie Koch, associate dean of nursing (who has declined
previous requests for interviews), had signed on to supe[\~se the
student's repeat of the course, and, more surprisingly still,
Herrell said, that Wright had approved it.
The student earned a B for the course in February.
Herrell said she thought she was appealing that ruling in her
letter to T ouhill March 20, 1997.
"It didn't have "this is a grievance" written on it, but anyone
could tell what it was," Hertell said.
But Touhill didn't respond. So Herrell sent another letter to
Touhill and then a third Finally in May of 1997, Touhill, Wright
and Hertell met, at which time Herrell said the chancellor told
her "we change grades on this campus" and that Hertell had no
Standing to file a grievance.
Hertell, nonplused but undeterred, wrote a letter to Mel
George, then-president of the UM System. On June 5, he

e' ." . -'-"".

book from the University of
Virginia and I thought it was a
special to The Current
good idea," Avery said.
Before the end of the semes ter
Avery said the resources to
UM-St. Louis students will be make this idea a reality have just
able to evaluate their instructor's become available.
performance through the Student
" [The resources] became availGovernment Association web able to me [VIO months ago,"
site.
Avery said.
SGA Preside nt Jim Avery
There have been positive
believes the idea will be a great . responses from the presidents of
opportunity for UM-Sr. Louis Saint Louis Un iversity and
students to avoid teachers that Washington University, accordmay be a problem for them.
ing to Avery.
"They can avoid teachers that
"All the presidents from other '
do not teach in a way they're campuses feel that it will be a posaccustomed to," Avery said.
itive influence," Avery said.
Teacher evaluation will give
After logging onto the SGA
students a chance to obtain a brief website, click on the Book Swap
opinion of instructors by other icon. At the bottom of the screen
students.
there will be a button for teacher
According to Avery, the idea evaluations. Your answers to four
for the teacher evaluation 'is not questions and nwnerical rating will
original.
influence other viewer's decisions on
"I saw the teacher evaluation what teachers they will request. 0
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Grie~ances in general are a hot \
~f
topic these days on campus; what .,
r,,~.
many facul have called "horror
I _
stories" like Henell's in particular
j
are especially sensitive issues - so .\
/
much so that the University Senate
/
gave first reading last week to a resolu- \
tion that ,,/QuId keep all grade grievances ., j
"at the unit level."
\ !
This particular semantic inclusion is
especially important for faculty and has the
potential to impact Students who grieve a
grade. Under the resolution, if passed, the
college administration would have the final say in grievances,
giving faculty who supporr the resolution more assurance, they
say, that their professional assessment and evaluation of a student's
work will not be undone by an
administrator with little or no academic experrise to make such a
decision.
Charles Urson, professor of
English, said the integrity of faculty members' decisions is \~taIly
important to professors and
mstructors.
Wright
"The chancellor has said with
oversaw grade changes
some pride that in her tenure she
had occasion to change only [VIO grades," Larson said. "For faculty, that's [VIO grades too many."
Larson, who participated in the formation of the senate resolution and has helped arbitrate grievances, says the impetus
behind the senate's action is that a grade is the responsibility of

SGA to unveil informal
instructor evaluations on web
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flurry of letters
these from top
administrators is
uncommon in the
grievance appeals
process.

a
faculty
member or maybe
the department chair."
"It greatly harms faculty morale if it goes beyond that level."

of the issues surrounding the Senate resolution. After she appealed to George in
June 1997, a faculty panel, chaired by Michael Murray, professor in and chair of the Communication Department, unanimously sided 'i\~th Herrell, saying that Koch's supervision of
and Wright'S signing-off on the changed grade violated
Hertell's academic freedom. The committee reporred its findings to Touhill, who responded to Murray Nov. 25 byoverruling the committee.
In her letter, Touhill concedes that the hearing panel's conclusion that Wright failed to consult with all relevant parties
Hertell's grievance strikes at the heart

U

see GRIEVANCE, page 8

Trailblazers saluted in ceremony
BY BILL ROLFES

staff writer

UM-St. Louis saluted seven women associated
with the U niver'sity for their achievements in
obtaining positions that are usually held by men

~. at ~::et:i~~;,n~~:ls:;~i~n r:ai~~l:z~:~
.,

Lounge.
This year's theme, "Living the
Legacy of Women's Rights," honors
the 150th anniversary of the first
women's rights convention, held in
Seneca Falls, N . Y., in July 1848.
Keynote speaker Rose Kemp, regional administrator for the Women's
Bureau of the U .S . Department of
Labor, spoke to a crowd of 100 about
the history and importance of the
Women's Rights Movement. She attributed the success of women to the movement and to the Civil Rights Movement ; however, she said women have not gained the status
they desire, yet.

Daniel Hazelton/ The Current

Chancellor Blanche Touhill, left, presents a
Trailblazer award to one of seven recipients.

She pointed out that women are a minority in
both federal and state governments, using several
examples including the Missouri Senate, which
has 31 mare and 3 female senators.
"We have a long way to go, bur we have made

see SALUTE, page 8
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Monday, Mar. 30
• "Visions of Gangs in St. Louis, 199097-A Slide Talk." Scott Decker, professor of c riminology and criminal just ice at
UM-St. Louis, will provide a pictorial
eJ: amination of gangs and graffiti in St.
Louis at 12 p.m. in 229 J.C. Penney.
Contact: Karen Lucas, 5699.
• Co lloquium "Masculine landscapes:
Wa lt Whit man and Marsden Hartley"
given by Ruth Bohan , Chairperson of Art
History and Ph.D. American Studies,
from 2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in 203
Lucas Hall. Contac t: Nan Sweet, 6383
or Deborah Bow man, 5581.
• Coed Wallyb all Tournament at the Mark
Twain Rac quetball Courts. Register by
March 25 in 203 Mark Twain. Contact:
Rec Sports, 5326.
• Library Researc h Assista nce Clinic
begins today and runs Monday-Friday
until April 10. Sign up at the TJL
Reference Desk for help with research
papers or projects. Contact: 5060 .
• Coed Wall yball Tou rn ament at the Mark
Twai n Racquetball Courts. Teams should
co nsist of 2 men and 2 women . Contact:
Rec Sports, 5326.
Tuesday, Mar. 31
• Taize Prayer from 12:25 p.m. to 12:55
p.m. in 75 J.C . Penney. Contact: Roger
Jesperse n, 385-3000.

• Ridicule part of the UM-St. Louis
Rivermen Film Series at 8 p.m. in the UMeadows Clubhouse. Free Admission with
a UM-St. Lou is 10. Contac t: Student
Activities, 5291.
• Focus on the Future, a personal and professional enrichment series for administrators, faculty and staff in J.C. Penney and
in the TeleCommunity Center. Contact:

6022.
Thursday, Apr. 2
• Ridicule part of the UM-St. Louis
Rivermen Film Series at 10 a.m. in the UCenter Lounge. Free Admission w ith a
UM-St. Louis 10. Contact: Student
Activities, 5291.
• Focus on the Future, a personal and professional enrichment series for administrators, faculty and staff in J.C. Penney and
in the TeleCommunity Center. Contact:

6022.
Friday, Apr. 3
• Casino Night at the Honors College from 7
p.m. to 12 a.m.? Come for food, fun and
music. There is a $5.00 donation at the
door. Contact: Todd Appel, 8671.
Monday, Apr. 6
• Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Students for
Change Meeting at 4 p.m. in 441 Stadler
Hall. Contact: Ethel, 5013.

Wednesday, Apr. 1
• A three week Sand Volleyball
Tournament Begins tonight. The games
will be played on Wednesday afternoons
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. Contact: Rec
Sports, 5326.

• Institute for Women's and Gender Studies
Colloquium/ Brief Board Meeting
"Relationships and Personal Change in
the Women's Studies Classroom"--Craig
Malkin, Psychology Doctoral Candidate
from 2:00 p.m. to 3:30 p.m. in 1312
Tower. Contact: Nan Sweet. 6383 or
Deborah Bowman, 5581.

• Birth Control and STDs_ Ms. Carin
Onning of Planned Parenthood presents
in format ion about birth co ntrol options ,
the increase in STDs and how a woman
can protect herself from contracting
STDs from 1 2 p.m. to 1 p.m . in the
Women's Center 211/ 212 Clark Hall.
Contact: The Women's Center, 5380.

• Studio in St. Louis-Poetry Readings. Nan
Sweet, assistant professor of English and
director of the I nstitute for Wo men's and
Gender Studies, and Carol iederlander,
professor of English, St. Lou is Community
College at Forest Park, read some of their
recent poems at 12 p.m. in 229 J. C.
Penney. Contact: Karen Lucas, 5699 .

• "Pompeii Revisited," a photographic
,?xhibit will have an opening reception
with a light luncheon at 12 p.m . and a
Lecture " How Private Efforts Revitalize
the City" at 12:30 p.m. by Professor
Dennis Judd In 362 SSB . Cont act: 5273.
• Library Research Assistance Clinic begins
today and runs Monday-Friday until April
10. Sign up at the TJL Reference Desk for
he lp with research papers or projects.
Contact: 5060.
• Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual Students for
Change Meeting at 4 p.m. in 441 Stadler
Hall. Contact: Ethel, 5013.
• Biological Society M eeting at 1:30 p.m. in
Benton 115. Anyone is welcome . Contact:
Biological Society, 6 438.
Tuesday, Apr. 7
• Taize Prayer from 12:25 p.m. to 12:55
p.m. in 75 J.C. Penney. Co ntact: Roger
Jespersen , 385-3000.
• " Some Recent Trends in Fiber Optics,"
Professor Aj oy Gh atak of the Indian
Instit ute of Technol ogy in New Dehli will
discuss this topic at 3:00 p.m. in 328
Benton Hall with Coffee at 2:45 p.m. in
516 Benton Hall,
• Biological Society M eeting at 4:30 p.m. in
Benton 115. Anyone is wel come. Contact:
Biolog ical Society , 6438.
• Introduction to Weight Training Class on
Tuesdays for the next three weeks. Class
meets from 1:00 p.m. to 2:30 p.m. in the
M ark Tw ai n Building . Contact: Rec
Sports, 5326 .
Wednesday, Apr. 8
• Assertiveness Traini ng_ Katherine Welch,
LCSW, a counselor at t he Counseling
Servic e, will teach us all effect ive techniques we c an use to be asse rt ive in our
daily lives from 12 p. m. t o 1 p.m . in the
Women 's Center 211/ 212 Clark Hall.
Contact: 5380.
• What 's Love Got To Do With It part of the
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UM-St. Louis Rivermen Film Series at 8
p.m. in the U-Meadows Clubhouse. Free
Admission with a UM-St. Louis 10.
Contact: Student Activities, 5291.

1

i . International Seminar "Sacred Space and
Land: Aboriginal and European
! Promised
Attitudes to Country and Landscape. ,.
Frank Clarke, Associate Professor of
History and author, Macquarie University
in New South Wales, Australia will give a
seminar. The Seminar will be from 2:30
p.m. to 4:00 p.m. in the McDonnell
Conference Room 331 SSB. Contact:
Center for International Studies, 5753.
Psi-Chi Colloquium Series-Dr. Ellen
Tetlow will speak on Feminist Therapy at
1 p.m. in 120 Research Building.
Refreshments served and Peer Educators
will be recruiting. There will be employment oPPDrtunities for Psych Majors.
Anyone can attend. Contact: Lyn Patton,
7214 or 381-6326.
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Thursday, Apr. 9
• Ridicule part of the UM-St. Louis
Rivermen Film Series at 10 a.m. in the UCenter Lounge. Free Admission with a
UM-St. Louis !D. Contact: Student
Activities, 5291.
• Student Social Work Association Meeting
in the Lucas Hall Evening College
Conference Room at 4 p.m. on the third
floor. Contact: Barb Coliaso, 5105.
Monday, Apr. 13
• ~Reinventing Coeducatjon: The Case of the
Change Colleges." Frances L. Hoffman,
associate professor of Sociology and of the
women's studies, will compare the outcomes of the transition to coeducation of
formerly men's and formerly women's colleges, examining how they met this unique
opportunity to reinvent coeducation . This
event will be at 12 p.m. in 229 J.C.Penney.
Contact: Karen Lucas, 5699.
• Wallyball Doubles Tournament at the Mark
Twain Rec Center. Teams should consist of
two same or opposite sex players.
Contact: Rec Sports, 5326.

cllrrent@)nxumsl.edu
website:
hrtp:l/www.umsledu/
sludentlife/currentl
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Becky Rickard, features editor
phone: 516-5174 fax: 516-6811
e-mail: s100854@admiral .umsl .edu

•

The warm weather is causing the usual bare-skin

fIn

I

phenomenon. Sweaters are being traded in for
tank tops, shorts and skirts are rep/acing jeans
and corduroys.

•

I

wish I could abstain from cheesiness but, I know you'd expea
nothing less from me. I never
used to be a big movie star junkie until I
met a few of them in 1997 while spring
breaking in Los Angeles. (I could drop a
few names like Leonardo DiCaprio,
GeoI1!;e Clooney and Neve Campbell,
but I won't.) Like many orner college
students last Monday, I gave myself an
overdue break from studying and
watdled the 0=.
I, too, was shocked by Helen Hunt
and Kim Basingds win, was overjoyed
for Robin Williams, thanked the creative
\ gods for allowing "me two dudes" to
give hope to all the young writers in
America and cried during the moment of
silence for all who suffered in the Titanic
disaster. However, I couldn't help but
wonder if it was linda HamiltOn's killer
biceps in Termiruaor 2 that permanently
floated James Cameron's boat.
(Remember the chin-ups?)
Anyway, I stmed thinking about
which mars I champion and why. You
see, I am no longer one of mose people
who jumps on the rrendy super-star
banmvagon. (However, I do admit to
having me Rob Lowe saxophone poster
in seventh grade.) Now, I'm a little older
and a lot less impressionable. I refuse to
find Matt Damon attractive - talented,
but not amaaive. (I'm not going to buy
his poster.) So, here's my list of five great
aaors that me Academy didn't recogruze.

1. JaM CUW< - nOt only is he devastatingly handsome and incredibly prolific but, he also gets the best roles in typical chick flicks. (IJoyd Dobbler, Cusak's
character in Say Anything is. by far me
most perfect man in any movie.) As an
added bonus, he gets to portray the
envied hit man that arouses every man's
testosterone in Gross Point Blank. Sure,
he's had his share of crappy movies but
nothing is worse than John Travolta in
Urban COlLi:oy, no matter how many
rimes you deny watching it.
2. Gabriel Byrne - another silent but
~ deadly type, whose talent rivals the likes
of Kevin Spacey and Ray Finnes. Plus,
he's got a sneaking sexiness that only
increases with age unlike many other
actors, except Sean Connery. The Usual
Suspects - enough said.
3. Michael Keaton - fOI1!;et his most
recent work, I'm taking you all the way
') back to the '80s. Who didn't 10veMr.
Mom? You've got to love a guy that can
iron a grilled cheese while conquering
Jcm;s the killervacuum cleaner within
two screen hours. It takes an admirable
man to pur his masculinity on the line
like mat. I say, "Two twenty, twO twenty-one. Whatever it takes."
4. Jeremy Piven - the king of background characters. He is currently starring on the TV show "Ellen" but renewal
of the show' is up in the air, He's also the
nostalgic supermarket clerk in the movie
Singles and the drunk guy 'vmo must
chill!" in.say Anything. Is he in focus yet?
Interestingly, his stellar performance
\ occurs in tl1e movie PCU, as he portrays
"Dros, the fearless leader of the campus
slackers, He'll teach you anything you
need to know about college, like the
Hackman-Cain theory or how to major
inGameboy.
5. Benicia Del Taro - even though
you can't comprehenrl a single word he
\says in The Usual SI-'.spects, The Fan or
Excess Bag§lge, I still think he is brilliant.
Not only is he the dark, brooding man I
have waited for all my life, bur he is also
an astute and focused dnraaer aaor
whose presence is always felt on screen,
even if you can't understand what that
;presence is supposed to be. Let'S hope he
I '\:Ioesn't make the fatal DiCaprio mistake.
Like many other Americans, I'm
sucker for the boy-next-door type.
Therefore, I am not in the Jack
Nicholson, AI Pacino and Robert De
Niro fan club. I'm ju<;t tired of the
Oscars revolvlng around these self-proclaimed "king(s) of the world."
t Furthermore, I don't think that one bu~on viewers needed to know how
important the number 69 is to is to cerrain actors that think sunglasses are an
accessory to wear inside a theater. 0
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What is the question that will
go here is what this will say?

"Enhanc e G reek life and sports
(i.e. foo tball) ."
-Dan Weyrauch
fre sh man/ sec . ed.

"I would use it to help students
pay for their college education."
-Nine Love-Knox
senior/biology

"Have other campuses built in
other cities and around the
world."

Top left, junior
Tom Holt sports a
snappy spring
suit. Top right,
senior Michael
Perkins prefers
the lighter, looser
feel while freshman Sara Larez is
ready for warm
weather now.

This season calls for a look that is
far from the dark v.~nter wardrobe .
Spring colors are everywhere, reflecting the sunny and breezy atmosphere .
It is a welcome change for most students at UM-St. Louis, including
Debbie Newberry, a junior in commumcatlons.
"The colors like mint green and the
light airy colors are what I like best about
spring," Newberry said. "Ir's very fresh."
Forget about the drab colors of yesterday, and focus on more romantic hues.
The stOres are full of soft shades of blue,
green, yellow and red. Classic black still
survives, and looks stunning on sun-kissed
skin.
Speaking of skin, it's everywhere. Less
is more this year, especially for females.
Bare backs are all the rage, and crisscrossed
straps accentuate
. narural
attributes beautifully.
Angela
Adams, a communIcations
sophomore, is
happy about
the open look.
"I like the
open-toed
shoes and the
sleeveless
shirts," Adams
said.
For women,
it's all about
looking
and
feeling feminine. It's time
to
shed the
restrIctIve
pieces and the
tailored suits.
The clothes of
this season are
flowing
and
comfortable, and pretty.
Skirts can be longer, falling JUSt above
the knee in some cases, but with a flmvlng
shape, The designs are floary and romantic,
but not girly. Delicate embroidery on an
item will dress it up beautifully. The skirts
are not tight like a second-skin, but more
fluid in form. The fabrics are silk, chiffon
and cotton blends.
What to wear on top? Very little.
Sleeveless shirts and tank topS work with
anything from skirts to jeans. Knits are an
easy choice, and range from fonn-fitting

to styles that JUSt skim the body.
There has also been a revival of the
schoolgirl
unifonn, but with a
contemporary
flair. Pleated skirts
are more versatile
in solid colors,
rather than patterned with plaid.
The completion
of the preppy look
can be achieved
with a cardigan
sweater or classic
jacket, and ankle
socks with loafers.
But
loafers
may not be the ideal choice for warm temperatures. AIm of women look forward to
the shoes of the season more than the
apparel. Brenna Lodes is a communications maj or in her junior year at UM-St.
Louis. She suffers from the same lack of
cash flow as many students, but v,~th a
desire to buy.
"I wish that (spring fashion) was cheaper, because I really like the shoes," Lodes
said. "Especially brown sandals v,~th a
heel."
For those who have been suffering
from accessory-withdrawal in the age of
the minimalist, this season prO\~des a juicy
fIx. It' s okay to wear flash ier jewelry and
put on noticeable make-up for those more
important events. But clean and simple is
the overwhelming choice.
The choice dress for spring is the
sheath, in every color imaginable. It can
range in style from sophisticated and elegant, to care-free and casual. The fact that
it is sleeveless also remains with the bare it-all attitude.
The amount of cosmetics used by
females is an issue for both men and women.
Although more formal occasions may
require more make-up, the majoriry of both
sexes prefer a dean, healthy look for everyday. Kevin Helmsing is an UM-St. Louis
communications junior. He likes to see
women bare, not JUSt the amount of clothes
they wear in the heat, but meir faces as well.
"When women wear no make-up, that's
what I like best about spring," Helmsing
said.
Men also change their clothing style when
the weather changes. The same lighter colors
apply to me male dress codes. They also take
advantage of the more breathable materials,
exchanging thick jeans for cotton khakis.
The formal outing may call for a sryhsh
suit or jacket in the same light fabrics. 0
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(Mc)Cann do

-Katy Auffe nberg
senior/English and psychology

B y \ B E C K Y RICKARD

staff writer

"I would use it to clean up all
the goose crap."
-Amy Kennedy
junior/MIS

"Put more resources into student services, especially advising."
-Sharon Clark
assoc. dean, College of A&S

"Provide Greeks with new housing."
-Elizabeth S. Rauch
sophomore/secondary ed.

You read The Current and we'd like to thank you.

• ••••••••••••••••••

The Current's own features editor will be in the Underground
at 12030 tomorrow with free passes to Mercury Rising. Find
her and the passes are yours. This week's movie is brought to
you by TCI Cable and its entertainment show, EQ, hosted by
FM 101.1 The River's Ken Williams and Da:ve Doerre, on
TCl Channel 3 and Charter Cable channel 8.

For over five years, UM-Sr. Louis' School of Education has
been keeping a secret. It's not an amazing research study that will
change the face of education as we know it or a recently published professor. Many of the stUdents and faculty know this
secret and talk to her many rimes throughout the semester. This
secret is Pam McCann, receptionist for the School of Education.
McCann is the nice blonde lady who sits in the first office just
inside me doors of MarilIac Hail She's the one who usually
greets every student with a smile and helps them through the difficult rimes with a funny anecdote from a stUdent she once knew
who went through the same situation,
"I hope I make [students] feel a little bit at home, at ease. I
hope I make a difference," McCann said.
In a money hungry society, where power and fortune have
Erin Stremmel/The Current
replaced happiness and complacency in the work force, it is nice Pam McCann outside the School of Education
to see a person who loves her job. McCann loves her job so where she works.
much that she claims it gives her goose-bumps. Her enthusiasm
her from home into the office. She raised three sons of her
may have been a reason that she was presented with the Staff
own, Michael, 33, Matthew, 29 and Mitchell, 13. She also has
Excellence Award for the School of Education last summer.
three grandchildren from the ages 8 to 12.
Deborah Buyck, an academic advisor for me School of
McCann began working part-time at UM-Sr. Louis partly
Education; feels that McCann is an integral part of me welcombecause she needed a change of scenery after her husband died
ing feeling so many education stUdents rave about when they
of cancer six years ago. TIlls experienCe allowed her .to help
enter the department. According to Buyck, McCarm has learned
other students facing rough times in their lives. In fact, she still
a great deal about her surrounding environment because of her
keeps in touci:J with B~ K~ssler, a 1995 graduate from the
"feel free to come in" attitude.
School of Education wIro, while in school, became close to
"She's learned so much about advising and is able to rake
McCann while his sister was battling cancer. McCann noticed
up the slack," Buyck said.
that Brian had been chumming around with another educa''However, I'm the firSt person to say that if I don't know
Jjpp major, Brooke Langelier, and convinced him to ask her
the answer, I don't get it. I pass it on," McCann added.
out. McCann attended their wedding over tWo years ago and
McCann considers herself a mom away from mom. She
still
talks with the couple.
claims that her motherly instincts expound in many siruaMcCann
isn't just a smiling face welcoming students to
nons.
the School of Education. She'll tell you a funny joke, interest"1be mom comes Out in me no matter how hard I fight
ing anecdote, or give you a hug while you wait to hear ",,-hich
it," McCann admitted. "I think. when you are at a University,
way
your furure is headed. McCarm adds a humanistic aspect to
, ~erybody needs a mom."
, a prooess that may fall by the wayside as the State of Missouri's
It is obvious that McCann's strong sense of family follows
bureaucratic red tape guides our future educators. 0
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For SGA president: a realistic vision wi I do
ext week, students will have the opportunity, as they do
each year, to elect a new Student Government Association
administration. Unlike many previous years, this year's election bodes well for the health of student government at UM-St. Louis.
Three viable, active and articulate candidates are vying for the opportunity to lead the student body next year. This is our look and analysis
of those candidates.
Since Jim Avery was elected, the homecoming dance sold out
(for the first time ever); more people have attended SGA meetings than
in the past; and for the first time there was an election for the 25 student seats on the University Senate. The last of these is Mr. Avery's
greatest feat of the year, and he deserves credit for his efforts in
recruiting 42 students to run for the Senate.
If re-elected, Mr. Avery plans to form a South Campus council,
which would most likely get even more stUdents to participate in activities. He has piqued many students' interests, and people are ready to
do something. Although, he seems to have no specific direction for
them, except the generic task of getting more people involved.
1
What should have been in Mr. Avery's plans from the beginning was
I to make sure the constitution was valid. Every leader should do this.
Now that the academic year is almost over, Avery has made it a priority to rewrite the constitution and make sure it gets approved. Without
a constitution, student government has no authority on campus.
He said the purpose of student government is to give students a
"viable voice" on campus by organizing a group to speak for all students. Along with that, he said that student government gives the
administration "something to answer to." Frankly, the administration
doesn't have to answer to students. Administrators proved this in
November, when they "asked" stUdents' opinions about raising fees a
year early to help pay for the new University Center.
Mr. Avery has a propensity for misjudging how much authori ty th e
SGA president has. Now he is wasting time trying to ma ke sure the
present University Center remains occupied by students after the new
one is built. Mr. Avery plans to work with the chancellor persona ll y to
reach a suitable agreement; and if that doesn't work he is prepared to
take "more drastic measures." If such drastic measures include hiring
a lawyer, as he has intimated earlier this year, we hope Mr. Avery
wouldn't waste good student activities dollars litigating such a frivolous case.
Sharone Hopkins has been at the helm of the University
Program Board this year, and despite confusion surrounding the organization's budget, he helped plan some innovative programming.
Mr. Hopkins' candidacy for the president of SGA presents voters
with a number of points that merit consideration.
He deserves to be regarded as a student who cares about student
government and his fellow students, declaring his support for government "for, by and of the people." Moreover, several of his ideas would
no doubt benefit both.
Mr. Hopkins' suggestion that student government should hel p students playa role in the larger St. Louis community would no doubt
broaden the perceptions of many, increasing awareness of avenues
toward involvement around the metropolitan area . Hisproposal to overhaul the SGA constitution and provide a viable "backbone" for student
government would likewise prove equally beneficial as would his plan
to encourage an ongoing dialogue - an "open-door policy" with his

constituents. This dialogue would help the SGA president remain familiar with the needs of students and help them feel a part of the governing process. His proposed "students' rights pamphlet" would only
enhance this sense of inclusion as it would constitute dialogue in
another form, SGA' s attempt to hel p students understand how they are
members of the larger campus community. Equally important, Mr.
Hopkins' suggestion that SGA should plan more programming for students on campus than just Homecoming Week has the potential to further lin k this representative body to students and enhance its role on
campus.
On their face, Todd Appel's ideas about how to lead SGA next
year may seem overly simple: streamlining meetings, improving SGA's
Internet presence, publishing a monthly newsletter, downsizing committee burdens and constructing a constitution that meets this SGA's
needs, rather than SGA trying to fit into some misshapen cookie cutter model of student government.
If these goals seem basic, it can only be because SGA's weaknesses, its shortcomings, spring from basic problems. When Mr. Appel says
"we've got to be realistic about involvement," and be realistic about
the degree to whic h any person, organization or group can coerce a
majo ri ty of stu dents on this campus to "get involved," we understand
that , and it makes sense. After all, as Mr. Appel has articulated, there
are on ly about a 1,000 to "maybe 2,000 students" SGA or any governance bo dy c an expect to interest and retain as involved participants
in c am pus life.
Most important, Mr. Appel knows that "we can't stop doing our
wo rk or wait for everyone to be involved" before we get about the business of SGA.
And he's ri ght. SGA has tried to play high politics and ignore the
obviou s li mit ations of its own effectiveness, pretending for too long
t hat "this yea r" wi ll be the year that students get involved while its
internal organizati on c rumbled and disintegrated into confused finger
point ing. At last, we are ple asant ly surprised to find a candidate willing t o stat e the obvious: t he basic thi ngs must be fixed before SGA
can get on to addressing larger issues. Its recent failures in large
scale discussions with administration about long range goals has
made this point painfully clear.
Of course, Mr. Appel must keep his eye on the bottom line in SGA:
as a leader goes, so goes the organization. He must be willing to
articulate more significant goals and strategic methods to address
issues like the new U Center and the performing arts center and their
long-term costs to students. These issues and others like them must
take the SGA's attention and energy as soon as its procedural and
functional difficulties have been addressed internally.
But overall, we find Mr. Appel's vision one that best fits SGA's
needs. Yes, he does work for The Current. When the active student
explores as many extracurricular activities to augment his education
on campus as possible, it cannot nor should it disqualify or dilute the
validity of his ideas and their efficacy. Indeed, one's willingness to
support numerous organizations, as Mr. Appel has and does, should
only further speak to his familiarity with numerous perspectives. Mr.
Appel, by focusing on ways to unite the contingent of students on
campus who are involved, by identifying the fundamental weaknesses
of communicative breakdowns, procedural redundancy and generally
unrealistic vision of recent SGA administrations, has our support to
be the next SGA president. 0
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The case for involvement in campus elections of UM-5t. Louis

A

s a metropolitan university, ing students is the "&~ded life" they live.
the University of Missouri- Within a single day, a person may be a stuSt. Louis enjoys a richly dent, worker, spouse, parent, son or
diverse student booy - of all ages, abili- daughter or local St. louis resident; and
ties, philosophies of life, levels of knowl- each of these roles competes for the time
edge, races and ethnicities, nationalities, and energy of the individual. Familyobligdegrees of wealth or poverty, faiths, creeds ations often seem in direct contention
"vith the time needed for
and purposes. UM-St.
Louis shares another imporstudy or to participate in
campus activities. As worktant characteristic with metropolitan universities - our
ing students, one's loyalties
can be divided - expectastudent body is largely,
although not exclusively,
tions of the job are somecommutmg m nature.
times perceived by some as
Students choose to attend
more significant or at least
guest commentator more pressing than class
and to commute to a metropolitan university such as ours
responsibilities.
With these realities, why would an
for a variety of reasons - availability ano
quality of academic programs, cost, a administrator such as myself argue for the
desire to retain identity with the local involvement of students in campus eleccommunity, the need to continue in a job, tions and co-cunicular opportunities? For
family influences or convenient proximity the very reasons of diversity and the comof the campus. But the challenges for plexities of commuting student lives I cite
commuting students just commence above, it is important that a variety of stuupon deciding to attend a university like dents come forward to have their diverse
UM-St. Louis - pressed travel time, voices and needs expressed. We do not
coordination of work and family sched- have a homogenous student body. At
ules and responsibilities, selection of class- times, there appears to be as many diveres on the basis of other than academic fac- gent needs as there are stuclents. In order
tors, reluctance to return to campus for for the campus to be truly responsive to
whatever reason after one's classes are our rich diversity and to the complex
completed and stress and time manage- problems our students have, we require
the active involvement of individuals from
ment issues ad infinitum.
Perhaps a more significant conse- all walks of experience and characreristics
quence affecting UM-St. louis commut- Our strong diversity of students must
.

populate our student governance structures and be involved in organized activities. It is only through this participation
that the realities of commuting students
can be understood and for meaningful
responses be made to address the expecrations and needs of our students.
Student participation in elections and
campus learning activities is a barometer
of sortS. It indicates to us whether we have
a dynamic and responsive campus environment or one in which students are
taken for granted or neglected. Students
can and need to be active in student government, organized clubs and honoraria,
groups related to their academic and
career interests and in the myriad of educational, social, leadership, recreational
perfonning artS, cultural and spiritual
opportunities afforded by a comprehensive university such as ours. Without that
student presence and involvement, a university can and does become divorced
from the realities of commuting students
and their needs.
Finally, there is an impressive body of
research which reveals both intrinsic and
e.>.."trinsic benefits· of student involvement
in out-of-class learning experiences. These
studies have shovm that involvement in
campus acti\~ties has a tremendous potential for strengthening student learning and
producing growth. Students who are
involved in powerful out-of-class experiences are likely to have a much more satis-

fying college experience than those who
do not participate. Research also indicates
that persistence to graduation is positively
impacted by campus involvement. Most
recent evidence suggests that there is a
small positive and statistically significant
correlation berween involvement in
extracurricular activities, particuhrly in a
leadership role, and subsequent earnings.
In closing, it is true that the uniqueness
of commuting students at a metropolitan
university - their diversity, the realities
and challenges they bring to the educational setting and their divided lives make the proposition of involvement in
student elections, governance and out-ofclass learning experiences most difficult.
Yet, I believe that if we can view these
problems and needs in the context of
being part of some larger community of
learners and leaders working together to
shape campus response, then we can be a
part of an improving situation . .. a more
caring, sensitive and understanding environment ... a university which supports
the needs of its students, and a place that
takes students seriously. And if our students perceive that governance, campus
life, services and activities speak to their
needs, then just perhaps the time, travel,
and energy will be invested by our students in their out-of-class involvement in
the larger learning community.

Grace is the vice chancellor for Student
Affairs.

o what to make of this issue of student involv~me.nt? Is it a
legitimate concern on this streetcar campus, or IS It Just a selfserving mantra of ineffective lime people who want to play ~
the part of a campus politico . .",ithout the v,rork? Or, is it an institutional
reality that may have once been unique to UM-St. Louis but will begin
to manifest itself at other colleges and universiries as our ~type" or
"model" of commuter university becomes more prevalent nationally? It
is, I believe, all of the alx:lve - a combination of apathy and genuine
absence of time and concern and a healthy dose of the obvious: students
attend UM -St. Louis for reasons that preclude involvement in tradirional campus political systems. But part of the problem is more subversive,
more institutionally conditioned by, I would say, a mixture of life-long
students whose perenni:ll game-playing rob SGA of its legitimacy (of
this I have little to say, only unspoken disdain), and more disturbing, by
a contingent of professionals whose narrowly focused view of what students' roles are on this, "their" campus, keeps things srymied.
This is not, mind you, a Vast conspiracy of any wing, but rather an
erroneous notion among some faculty
and administrators (who have been her
longer than most of their students have
been alive) that students belong in the
romper room of SGA, not the board
room of the senate, that the longer students bicker about parking the smaller
their numbers will become and the
,
fewer of them will there be ,,>ho are
_ D 0 U G ~R R I S a ~
.
ed'm th e process, ana weilL'
editor in chief
mterest
, mat S
all the better. It must of been something like this that led a prominent
member of the University Senate to insist to me recently that student
elections results for the senate were not worthy of public consumption. It would be different, he told me, if this were a race in the community where it was hody contested and thousands of dollars were
spent on the race, but these were students. In the end, His Prominence
petu.mdy retorted that he didn't care if we printed the results or not.
~
But that's an odd place to end a conversation whose main thrust centered on this faculty member's "concern" over how "we do things"
around here, that these results "weren't news," that losers totals shouldn't be printed, that he needed to be sure we would be responsible with
our use of the infonnarion. Concerns about our handling this or any
issue responsibly are well-taken. But I can't help but believe it is.this ~
of hostility at the highest levels of faculty governance at the Uruverslty
that helps stymie stUdent participation. In point of fact, we must begin
somewhere. No, this student election for the senate wasn't a blockbuster political contest, but it was the first in recent history ,,,here there
was a contest. And if students see who won and who lost and by how
much, they may say themselves "I can do that." And nex1: year more
prople run and existing student senators will be forced to do more
than file for re-election; they'll have to campaign, which in tum raises
more awoareness and in 50 doing a process has begtm whereby stUdent
governance ~terialize !n:~ something substantive.
Students have a responslbility10 themselves and one ,mother to
take more active roles in the process. Ths week's SGA elections are
~
just such an opportunitY. But even if that interest is not as substantial
or as developed as faculty administrative participation, it should be
respected nonetheless. Student elections are news; I just hope there's
more of it to come. 0
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Questioning validity
of SGA committees ~~

W

hen it came tin1e to sign up for a Student
Government Association committee, I chose the
task force committee because I figured we wouldn't
have to do anything unless some problem came up.
So far, we haven't discussed anything of significance during any
SGA meeting, and we haven't met outside of the regular meetings ~
(unless they met without me, which is fme with me).
There was one time during the semester that I was afraid the
task force committee was going to be active. If you'll recall, a
bunch of administrators came to the November meeting to get our
opiriion about charging us more money - of course they weren't
looking for approval. In that meeting, the SGA assembly voted as
to whether it supported the fee increases or not.
The assembly voted in favor of the fee increases, even though it
had no power to stop them. The meeting was long, and people
raised questions, and some were against the fee increase - I was
one of them. The next meeting was called off because of el nino.
In January, a lot of people showed up at the meeting because
Tanya Hutchinson and Gail Babcock had some students riled up
about fee increases and the performing arts center. A bunch of
music majors showed up, too N I guess they were thinking something was going to get resolved with the
performing arts issue.
When it came time to meet in our
committees, the task force committee
had doubled since the last SGA meeting.
All the music majors, Tanya and Gail
were in our group. There was talk. of trying to create some kind of student adviB ILL R 0 L F E S
sory. boarn,. so we co~d have some kind .... m·a·n·a·g·;·n·g . ·e·(j·;·i·o·r.... ~
of dialog W1 th adrrurustrators. We all
wrote dovm our e-mail addresses and people said we should meet
in a week or twO to discuss this.
I never did get an e-mail about the meeting, much to my relief.
Now that I think about it, I haven't seen half of those people since
that meeting.
In the meeting twO weeks ago, about 10 people from the task
force committee were there. You want to know what we discussec1. '1
for the 15 minutes that we were supposed to be meeting?
Well, I spent the time catching up with one of my friends who
is in the student involvement'"Committee. He couldn't find his
committee, so we just shot the bull for a while. The rest of my
commitree broke up into subcommittees and discussed how they
hated the cold weather and what they did for spring break.
Requiring students meet in committees is a waste of time in
many cases. Most of the committees are useless, and I'm confident
that the only reason they exist is because the constitution says we
have to have them. Constitutions are adaptable, and they ~hould fit
our present needs. The SGA shouldn't be controlled by the constitution like a robot. Rather, the assembly needs to decide how important committees are and if the constitution still needs to make them I
mandata!),. 0
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CANDIDATE

ROFILES

Todd Appel

James Avery

Sharone Hopkins

(incumbent)
year in school: junior
major: communication/political
SCIence
affiliations: Student
Government Association,
president;
Intercampus
Student Council
Association; Senate
Student Affairs Committee; Homecoming
Committee
In his own words:
"My biggest objective for next year is to fight for the
present U Center - to keep it so that it's student occupied. I feel r can accomplish this through working with
the chancellor herself, and if that doesn't work, then use
more drastic measures.
Another one of my objectives is to start a South
Campus council. It would be made up of students from
the different schools on the South Campus, similar to
the Evening College Council. We could meet on a regular basis and that would allow me to get an insight as to
what issues they face on the South Campus.
My final objective would probably be to continue
and increase the progression made in student involvement this year."

Michael S. Rankins
(incumbent: running mate with

year in school:
fourth
major: sociology
(minor in criminal
justice, certificate in
photOgraphy)
affiliations: Pierre
Laclede
Honors
College
Student
Association,
president; Catholic
Students at Newman House, interim president and
SGA rep.; Ambassadors program;

(running mate with Todd Appel)

implement a roundtable discussion where students can talk about
race relations . .. not deal with the symptoms of racism.
I really want to make sure that students know this is their campus. You have a right to know what's going on. There needs to be
a students' rights pamphlet. I would like to send a newsletter to
every student that's on this campus [once a semester], making them
aware of issues.
The challenge [to SGA] this year was some leakage in the politieal structure of the organization. It never had an official constitution. If necessary, I ,,>ill ask that another committee be formed."

•

..•'"

..

Age:

27

Major: }.orA, counseling
Year: graduate student
Affiliations: SGA vice president, 1997-98; SGA secretary
1995-96; member of PSY Chi
and Golden Key National
Honor Society
In his own words: "I wish to
continue with humanitarian and
equal opportunity issues on
campus. I also wish to continue
my O"WTI efforts to stabilize student fees."

Benjan1in Ash
(running mate with James Avery
and Michael Rankins)

Age:

20

Major: accounting
Year: junior
Affiliations: Student Activities
Budget Committee; Steering
Cornrnittee for Greek Week
In his own words: "[I want to]
give students the proper representation they deserve and to
get more people involved in
student organizations by
encouraging students who
share a common bond to form
successful groups or clubs on
campus. I believe that I am fair
and impartial and have had
good dealings with all student
organizations thus far."

Age: 20
Major: secondary

educationiSpanish/Enghwcerrificate in women's and gender studies
Year. senior
Affiliations: Residence Halh
Association, 1995-96; Resident
Assistant, 1996-97; University
Program Board; working with
Student Activities to coordinate
programs; PieITt laclede Honors
College Student Association

ntis CMfl v.mk "Improving SGA
and itS StatuS on campm with studentS are priorities. I have a plethora

of innovative ideas that are gean.-d to
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the welfare of every student. Personal
agendas will not smoke sa-een my
..
intentions. let studentS see their
:
money at work.

Steven Wolfe

Paul Puricelli

(running independently)

(running independently)

•

•

•
Age: 19
Major: computer science/ MIS :
Year: freshman
•
•
Affiliations: Student
Activities Budget Committee ..

..
..

'•"
•

In his own words: "I want to
help make the committees
:
work and make the best deci- '"
sions for the studems, the
•'"
University and the communi- 0
ty."

..

..•

Editof's note: (wo ocher cmdiciaces,
Kimber~' Muex and Tawnya Reed, did
nor respond to our requestS for interVIews.

note: twO o ther

Grove and Keith Harris, did
nOt respond to Our requestS
for interviews.

•
•

••

no comments provided

ELitlx's

candidates, Pouick Aaron

..

••

In his own words: "My maLn
objective is to work together
wi.th Jim Avery and Michael
Rankins and the SGA next
year and to continue the
obj'ecrives we've been striving
for this past year."

• assume the
duties of the
preS1dent in the
case of the president's absence or
illness
• succeed the
president in the
case of the president's death, resignation or
impeachment
and suspension
• oversee all
other SGA and
assembly committees and special boards

•..

•
•
•..

Age: 40
Major: graduate degree in
education (secondary/ reading)
Year: graduate student
Affiliations: SGA representative; student Senator; Kappa
Delta Pi (education honor
society); recreational SpOrtS;
"Captain Riverman," unofficial mascot of the UM-St.
Louis Rivermen and
Riverwomen.

The Vice
President
shall:

..'"

•••

Age: 23
Major: music
Year: senior
Affiliations: Chairperson:
SGA Assembly, 1996-97; current interim chairperson:
SGA Assembly; former president: Political Science
Academy, 1992-95;
University In strumental
Ensembles, 1994-present
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The
President
shall:
• serve as chairperson of the
executive committee of the
assembly
• represent SGA.
in such areas as
may reqUIre a
true representative of the student body
• report to the
association and
the assembly on
activities of the
executive committee and
actions regarding any other
duties of the
office of the president

READER RESPONSE - - - - - -

•

[J

•"

"r would like SGA to become a lirrle more involved in what's ••
going on in our immediate commtmity. I also think we need to •

"As SGA president, I would work on streamlining
committees such as homecoming, election and [ask
force. Also, meetings would be shorter and more productive. I would also like to focus on building a more
unified campus community through promoting positive multicultural relations among students, faculty and
staff. Additionally, I want to make it easier for students
to get in contact with the campus community by having faculty offices', student organizations' and students' phone numbers in one directory that SGA, in
conjunction with The Current, could provide."

(running independently)
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In his own words:

Brian D. Reed

••
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In his own words:

Thomas Albrecht

James Avery)

age: 21
year in school: junior
major: business management
affiliations/awards: University
Program Board, president 199798; Associated Black
Collegians, president
1997-98; Student
Activities Budget
Committee 1996;
Olympic Torch Bearer
1996; spokesman for
United Way 1996; Parkway
Central H. S. has instituted the "Sharone Hopkins Award" for
students who overcome adversity

•
'•"

The
Compt roller
shall:
• serve as chair
of the Student
Allocation
Budget
Committee
• check the accuracy of activity
fee acquisition
fonns
• represent
SABC in such
areas that may
reqwre a representative oj the
committee
• present questions of misuse
of allocated
monies to the
Senate Student
Affairs
Committee

Poor poll position
portends ill for SGA
Once again, U M-St. Louis stu dents need o nly to look to the
Stu dent Govern ment Association for examples f violations of
de mocratic prin ciples. At the March SGA meeting, SGA presidem
Jim Ave ry announced the formation of a ta sk force to revise the
SGA constitution with a meeting to be held las t wee k. However,
when I asked Avery last Monday about a meeting, he replied that
no meeting would be held until after the stud ent elections.
How much longer is the student body going to have to wai t to see the
SGA revise its constitution? After I proposed a si milar constitution
committee resolution at the April 1997 SGA meeting, the assembly
requested that the incoming SGA president get a committee active on
constitution revision . Why has it taken Avery until March 1998 to show
any interest in con stitution revision when last year's assembly directed
the incoming president to do so)
The SGA election committee also brings the students an example of
violating democratic principles. In the March 23 issue of The Oment,
Jason Brazeal, chair of the SGA election committee, said, "If [booths] are
not going to be manned and somebody doesn't show up at one, obviously we're going to have to shut them down, and we don't want to do
that."
Mr. Brazeal, I ask you, do other levels of governm ent shut down polls
if nobody signs up to staff them' N o. The election committee is responsible to see that all polls are open during advertised hours. Otherwise,
studems are not given their right to vote and candidates could file an election gri evance on the outcome of the election. A proposed solution to
this problem would be to pay poll workers, somet hing that SGA has not
done in recent ),C'ars. Other governme nt entities pay these workers; why
not SGA)
Students, if you want to learn democratic prin ciples, take a political
science or a U .S. history class. You won't see them in action if you look
at this year's SGA.
And to the electi on committee:
1. Ballots must allow space for wri te-in votes. They Jre legal in SGA
elections and space must be made available on scantron ballots to allow
them.
2. Polls must be available when announced or candidates will file a
grieva nce, You should not try to adverti se as many polling places, but
must always have someone at South Campus and at U Center (Lucas in
the evening). If necessary, you should pay a poll worker at work-study
rate to keep these polls open the entire election if you cannot get volunteers. Find the money in SGA budget even if it is no t budgeted under
the item of wages. Students have the right to vote durin g advertised
hours. Your committee is responsible to keep those polls open during
those hours no matter what it takes .
If you don't follow democratic principles in running this election, a
grievance will be filed even if I win.
-Steven M, Wolfe

Editor's note:
This special feature necessitated our shuffling the regular
selections from "Reader Response"'and the editorial cartoon and
corrections to page 6. Please enjoy those features on that page
this week so that we may bring you this election special presentation.
We hope you found this special feature informative and indepth; please let us know what you think in comments either for
publication or simply for our information. Send [etters to t he
editor to the addresses or numbers listed at the top of page fo ur.

-the editor
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- - - - - - Movie Review - - - - - -

Hunger Awareness Week made possible
through partnerships on campus

A Primary
disappointment
Primary Colors
Rated R (language)
Running Time - 143

Rl ~
\1) 0

Minut es

(out of four)

Primary C olors is disappointingly average for all of the accolades of the cast. John Travolta,
Emma Thompson, Kathy Bates,
Billy Bob Thornton and new
comer Adrian Lester head the list
for Primary Colors.
Primary C olors is disappointing because though it hits all the
emOtions, it doesn't leave out
boredom. At times, it showcases
poor editing. Some episodes that
were left in truly had no relevance to the stOry at all. Take for
example the scene with Henry
Burton (Lester) and Daisy
(Maura Tierney) in bed when
Richard Jemmons (Thormon)
comes in, asks to sleep in the
same hotel ro om and they say

no. Hmm ... what is the point of
this scene? I have no idea.
To speak of the good things
of this movie, the range of emotions was quite impressive.
Kathy Bates was nothing short
of spectacular. She alone made
you feel the sadness of the lost
feelings of one's youth. She also
created the feeling of disillusionment.
Travolta and Thompson were
decent in their roles, but not
spectacular.
Primary Colors makes you
think about the wrongs and
rights of the individual running
for President. It showcases the
feelings of those who the media
slings through the mud and tears
away at their character. All in all
it was a decent attempt at satirizing the political process and
those inside the political campaigns. It doesn't reach the
plateau of \17.1g the Dog, however.
-Matthew Regensburg~r

Thank you for the wonderful
coverage of the third annual
Hunger Awareness Week on our
campus. I would be remiss if proper
acknowledgment were not given to
various groups. Food Service
Consultants contributed most generously of their time and facilities.
They donated all the food, set up
and supplies used during (he
Hunger Banquets. We also made
and stored our soup in their
kitchen. Studem Acti..,,';ties and The
Current paid for a half page advertisement. Student Social workers
staffed tables of information, helped
make soup and wrote advertisemems on all the classrooms blackboards. This year, for the first time,

LAST '(fAR ,HE" UNIV~RSlry lUllS ONlY A~IE" 1"D ~QUflt~ OUT
C!IN\)\1)P,1"tS fo~ -rtiE; SENATE,lHfS VEAR iHERE WAS A

11.
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Sounds of a Simpler Time

APRIL 6

• In the same issue, Newman House Sunday Mass at the South
Campus Residence should have been listed as 6 p.m.
• Gail Babcock's name was misspelled.
• Sam Darandari was incorrectly identified as a female.
The Current regrets these errors and any confusion they may have
caused.
-the editor

r------------~-----------------------,
Coupon
. .' .
.' .
. , .' . "
..
Good

~

this
location

Under New Management

137 N. Oaks Plaza
Intersection at
Lucas Hunt/Natural Bridge
Open Seven

f$1-~ff ;;~y 1

StephanIe Ptatt/The Gwrent

St. Louis African Chorus member and drummer Ray Herod on
the djembe native drum is accompanIed by Weedie Braimah, a
flut ist from Lincoln Senior High School in East St. Loql~

U Center Lounge

9 :00 a.m.
12:15 p.m.
2 :30 p.m

APRIL 7

* Disability Awareness Information
Marillac Lobby
DISABILITY SIMULATIONS (South Campus)
10:0 0 - 12:00 Noon
Fat City (" How Difficult Can This Be")

* Disability Awareness Information
U Center Lobby
DISABILITY SIMULATIONS (North Campus) 9:00 - 2:00 p.m.
* WHEELCHAIR CROSS-CAMPUS MARATHON RACE 12:15 p.m.
Sign-Up in U CENTER LOBBY by NOON

~~~} ~.

1- - Fr~ -1-~~ -D~i~k-:
:L____________________
with any purchase:J

: Footlong:
__________ J
~

~

Ellifrut:

t

- Midnight_

r$.5-0 -~ff-~~-y-;
:L_____________
6 inch
!:

*Movie Marathon - FREE
U Center Lounge
9:00
12:00
3:00
5:45

a.m.
noon
p.m:
p.m.

* Movie Marathon - FREE
U Center Lounge
"Slingblade"
" Awakenings"
"Man Without A Face"
"Mr. Holland's Opus"

APRIL 10

:

.~

"Man Without A Face"
"Mr. Holland's Opus"
"Slingblade"
"Awakenings"

~

pqrtVL:e Cate
les ~ r fOr
eve!], SPeCial
IS!!

L _________
_ one ____________________
J I
Coupon good___
only for
of ltie ltiree discounts listed above.

~

APRIL 9
APRIL 8

only at

good till
4/6/98

* Movie Marathon - FREE

jj Mr. Holland's Opus"
" Awakenings"
" Man Without A Face"

-Betty Chitwood

• In issue 917, the web address for the SGA homepage should
have been, wVlw.umsl.edu/studemlife/sga/sga.html.

the state to see not only The
C?lmmt at its best but also the
U niversity."
Delegates will receive tours of
The Current offices in addition to
attending several seminars conducted by local media professionals including Greg Freeman (PostDispatch), Ed Bishop (St Louis
Jo urnalism Review) , Richard
Byrne (Riveifront Times) and a
keynote address from Ray
H artmann, founder of the RFT.
The convention culminates in an
awards banquet Saturday night. 0

.MQnill

students were allowed to make 1
donations from their meal plan.
Oxfam America will benefit as generous students (one gave $100
another gave $150) cominue .to give
of their abundance. Thank you to
Wesley Foundation for much needed input and involvemem. Thank
you to SGA for use of baskets for
the canned food drive. Thank you
to all who participated and donated
in any way from time, talent or treasury. We truly had a partnership of
cooperation which has built community. The effects of this Hunger
Wreek ""111 be experienced in the
lives of many for a long time.

Corrections

The Current to host state
media convention
The Current campus newspaper for UM-St. Louis is preparing
[0 welcome hundreds of delegates
from around the state for the
Media
Missouri
C ollege
Association' annual convention
this weekend at the Renaissance
Hotel.
Doug Harrison, president of
MCMA and editor of The
Current, is looking fonvard to the
oPPOrtunity for The Current to
host the meeting.
'This is a wonderful chance for
colleges and universities across

.t

9:00
12:00
2:15
5

-

a.m.
Noon
p.m.
p.m.

Meritorious Service Awards Ceremony
126 J.C. Penney
12:15 p.m.

j

l

tIl)e (!Current
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Ken Dunkin, sports editor
phone: 871-2192 fa x: 516-6811
e-mail: kdunkin@rocketmail.com
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Rivermen Romp Rolla

Softball team goes 3-2
in roller coaster weekend
Nowakowski}s pinch-hit home run proves
to be game-winning hit over Bellannine

. P~\,E. .. K I ~~.().F1T.':' Y

sports associate
Kennedy said. "It's tough to comeback against a team as good as
staff writer
Southern Indiana."
The weather relented, and the
H owever, the Riverwomen
Riverwomen responded by going would rebound with a 2-0 victory
3-2, March 21 and 22, in Evansville, over Bellarrnine in the weekend
Ind.
finale . Kocis again earned the \~ctoThe trip staned off with a forfeit
ry, to even her record at 4-4.
VICtory
over
/' /
The he ro, though,
Kentucky Wesleyan.
bb would be freshman
'They had a couJill
Nowakowski.
pie of injured players ,
he trip
Pinch hitting in the
and the coach wanted
started
sixth
mrung,
N(wfakov:;ki. belted a
to discipline another off with a fortwo-run home run
one,
Riverwomen
feit victory
that proved to be the
head coach Charlie
over
difference In the
Kennedy said.
Kentucky
gan1e.
The forfeit will go
'That's the v.ray to
on the books as a 7-D
Wesleyan.
do it," Kenn edy said.
VICtory,
but
the
Riverwomen couldn't - - - " - - - "It really makes the
coach look good
celebrate for long as
they fell to Southern Indiana 3-1 in when you bring in the pinch hitter,
and she hits a game winning home
the very next game.
''\Y/ e feU behind early and could- run.n
Kennedy was not surprised at
n't get it back," Kennedy said.
After falling behind 3-0, the Nowakowski's success because she
Riverwomen attempted a seventh had led the club in hitting in the faiL
The 3-2 trip pulls th e
inning comeback but fell short.
Despite the loss, Kennedy Riverwomen t o 8-10 overaU, and 32 in Great bkes Valley C onference
remained Optimistic.
''\Y/e played a really nice game play.
However, Mother Nature hasoverall," Kennedy said. "Southern
Indiana is a tough team, ther are n't been kind co the RiverwomeIL
As of press time all of their \\-cckranked 16th in the country."
The next day, the River Nomen day games h.1d been canceled due to
again defeated Kentucky Wesleyan weather.
"It's tough, but everybody has
7-0. This time it v.ras on the fidd_
Senior Nicki Kocis earned the to deal v.~th it," Ke nne dy said.
victory, upping her record to 3-4 on "\Y/e've come Out tlat, and have
been shucollt fo ur times. I think
the season.
"Nicki pitched a great game," part of that is due to the weather.
Kennedy saJ.a. "Slie re y put It- \YI e just have to phy ilirough It.
The Riverwomen \vill host the
together." .
GLVC
cluster on Saturday and
Southern Indiana was the
Sunci-ly
at
Manchester. The team
Riverwomen's next opponent, and
will
play
six
games in rwo days
the rematch from the day before
against
conference
riyals Southern
again yielded similar results. UMIndiana and S IU-EdwJrds\~lte
St. Louis fe1l5-D.
"Again, we fell behind early," among otber conference teams. 0
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pring training has finally ended and now is the
time for the St. Louis
Cardinals to "play ball."
Yes that is right, the Cardinals
now have to go out and prove all
of those preseason polls right and
win the National League Central
Division.
This may seem easy at first, but
the Cardinals have a vcry inexperienced pitching staff and that could
hurt the ream.
With the young Alan Benes out
until around May and the never
ending problems with Donavan
Osborne and his moans and
groans, this team will rely on a few
young people to get the job don e
for the first part of the season.
Sure you have the talent ed
Todd Stotdemeyer as the ace of
this club due to the departure of
superstar Andy Benes. The
Cardinals will certainly miss thi s
right-hander who threw for over
230 innings for the Cardinals last
year.
The team will rely on Vianney
graduate Cliff Polliete to put in
some considerable innings for the
Redbirds. This man was nm even
expected to make the club, but due
to an impreSSive spring training,
the club ";'lith a sho rtage of healthy
pitchers is forced to bri ng this
prospect up too early.
The Cardinals also have had
problems with the talented Matt
Morris due to soreness in his
pitching arm. He did n ot even
pitch in his last exhibition game
and is undergoing tests to reveal
what the stiffness in his arm really
IS .

The team will have to focu s primarily on their offense side of the
ga me where hitting instructor
Dave Parker will focus on cutting
down on the amount of strikeouts
that the team has. Last seas on the
Cardinals led the Major Leagu es in
strikeouts.
The Redbirds do have one thing
to show; that is that they have one
of the deepest benches of utility
players in the Majors. With the
likes of Willie McGee coming back
for potentially his last year, either
Gary Gaetti or David Bell as a
backup to third base, the hustle of
John Mabry will be an asset along
with the ability to play multiple
positions and either Vince
Coleman or Brian Hunter will
contribute o ffensi vely as well.
The Cardinal's outfield remain s .
one of the best in the National
League as it features All-Star centerfielder Ray Lankford, a healthy
Brian Jordan and the renewed bat
of Ron Gant. Look fo r Gant to
) make his bat felt throughout the
lineup as he has something to
prove. His had an off-season last
year and now is in the last year of a
multi-million dollar contract. If
wants to remain a Cardinal, he will
produce.
I have heard that the Cardinals
will win the pennant this season
from millions of adoring Redbird
fans, bur they have yet to answer
one question of mine: If offense
gets you to the playoffs, then what
will the Cardinals do when they
must rely on their defense and
pi tching to win the big games)
Only time will tell whether
the se pitchers will mature into the
talent that it takes to carry a ballclub into the postseason. Atlanta
did it, but can the Cardinals? 0

Dave Kinworthy's column
appears every other week.
Contact him by phone at
516-5174 or bye-mail at
s1019874@admirai.umsl.edu

~L-_ _- - - -----"

Stephanie Platt/ The Current

Designated Hitter David Rocha foul tips a ball
to his feet against UM-RoIJa, Thursday. The

BY KEN
DUNKIN
_ ---_........
_........ .. ................. ....... ....... _.. .
staff writer

...... ......... ...

-

_

Despite a horrible first inning the
Rivermen baseball team rolled over
UM-Rolla 20-5 las t Thursday.
lbe Rivernlen suffered through a
first inning where the first eight batters in the game reached base. Starter
Cory Sivumaki lost his control in the
first. He hit three of the seven batters
he faced. Rob Dockemeyer was then
brought in to shut down the Minor
offen se.
"Do ck really picked us up,"
Rivermen head coach Jim Brady said.
"He came intO a very difficult situariQJ;j~ kept the pitches in. H e kept
usin theb~ "
Dockemeyer threw three solid
innings allowing only o ne hit. Jeremy
Birdeau was brought into the game in
thc fourth inning and allov,-ti a single
hit. Mark Winfield closed the game
out in the seventh. It was \X:infield's
first appearance on the mound in
over a year.

game was a slug fest, as the Rivermen went on
to win 20-5.

"Birdeau pitched well. He is coming off of and injury that is still bothering him," Brady said. "It was also
great to see Mark pitch again. It is
sood to have a lefty like him ready
out of the pen."
The Rivermen offense also came
to Iifc in the second erasing the rocky
Start. They rallied for nine runs in the
second. They then scored in every
inning tiU the close of the game.
"It was one of those games with
the wind blowing OUt where we knew
it was going to take a lor of runs to
win," Brady said. "In the second
inning they made some blunders and
we took the opportUnities and went
ahead. F~ it! there the game was
ecided. "
pret ty
The Rivermen tOok advantage of
that swirling wind; they smacked
four home runs. Trent Wesley, Marc
Masesso, and Steve Johnson each hit
home runs.
Eric Blaha made his first stan of
the season. He had been injured.
"J ust having Eric in the line-up is

Young tennis team struggles,
wins one of last three games

a big lift. Once he gets into the timing he is going to be a huge force in
the middle of the line-up," Brady
said.
The Rivermen also ran rampant
on the base-paths. Levar Dillard led
the team with four stolen bases.
Brandon Whitt had tWO, Man
Bryant and Wesley each had one
stolen base.
"We need to help out the offense
a lot more than we have been doing,"
Dillard said. "It will take a lot of
pressure off."
"Levar can really wreak havoc on
opposing teams defenses," Brady
said.
The team has high exPectations
of themselves. They expect the best
out of themselves. As ~ result they
also ex-pect the best things to happen
to them_
"If we do our job, we wilJ have no
problem doing anything," Dillard
said. "We have the pitching, hitting
and defense. We just have to put it aU
together." 0
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BY DAVE KINWORTHY

staff writer
Team immaturity and a lack
of discipline has led to the
Rivermen tennis team dropping
two of the last three games.
They had th eir toughest task
as they took on Southern
Indiana and lost 1-7.
Although this may seem a
lopsided loss, the team grew
wi th this loss.
"We we re equal, if not superior, to them in talent, but it
was one of those m atch es
whe re we were flat," Head
Coach Rick Gyllenborg said.
"There w as some dissension on
the ream when we got back
from Hilton H ead. We had
some players who did no t show
up to practice and I think that
split us apart going into that
match.
"There was no tea m unity
and we were unprepared for
Southern Indiana."
The ream then won against
Kentucky-Wesleyan 5-0.
G yllenborg felt this was a
win that was expe cted.
"It was a 5-0 match ' that
. should have been a 5-0 match,"
Gyllenborg said.
The Rivermen then squared
off aga in st defending conference
champion
SIUEdwardsville, and lost 1-6.
According to Gyllenborg,
this match was much closer
than it may appear.
"We lost at number one and

,0-'·

- - - - - 6 b - -- e are playing
against teams
with juniors and
seniors on their
team. It is tough to
play against the
physical and mental
maturity these
teams have.
-Rick Gyllenborg
head tennis coach

----- '7 ----number 2 doubles 8-6. In number one doubles, we were ahead
5-3 and still lost.
"We won at number three
doubles, bur could have pulled
out a win at one and two doubles," Gyllenborg said.
He added: "Our biggest
problem is our maturity. Other
than Stein, we are loaded with
sophomores.
"We are playing against
teams with juniors and seniors
on their team. It is tough to
play against the physical and
mental maturity these teams
have.
"They have to learn to close
out a game and a match . With
experience you get maturity."
The Rivermen were schedul ed to play Lewis University,
Saturday, and St. Joseph's yesterday.O

~
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UM-St. Lou,i s athlete chosen
to attend CAA conference
BY KEN DUNKIN

Lack of maturity plagues squad, coach says

-- -

staff writer
Joe Christian was recently recognized for his leadership on the
Rivermen baseball. He has been chosen to participate in the NCAA
Leadership Conference in Orlando,
Fla.
Christian, a Rivermen baseball player, was among 370 student athletes
chosen for the four-day event to be
held May 25 through 28. Over 850 student athletes were nominated from
various Division I, II and III schools.
"He is the kind of person that you
want you son to grow up to be like,"
Rivermen baseball head coach Jim
Brady said. "Everything he attempts to
do he goes after with the ultimate
mcentlve to be the best he can be.

I

iAthletic
i WedneSday
!Department for i
hnformation
i

!about these and
j other events.

Men

i",'

Whether it be in the class room or the Rovers will be among the many to
field it is his approach to everything. attend.
Those are the type of people who
The lessons will be a touch up for
should be honored."
Christian as many including Brady feel
The event will be
he is already an exceptional
held at the Disney
leader. "He is an exceptioncomplex on the
al individual. Joe will never
Coronado Springs
go down without a fight.
Resort. The event
He will give maximum
will give the excepeffon to achieve his goal.
tional individuals an
H e will excel with what
opponunity to disever task is put in frOnt of
cuss and enhance
him," Brady said.
their
leadership
His coach also feels that
skills among other
Christian will continue his
Joe Christian
communication
success long after he graduskills. Classes will
ates and goes into the work
also be available for Christian to attend. force .
The even will have several well
"Joe will succeed at whatever he
known conference speakers. ESPN decides to do because he strives to be
analyst's Quinn Bucker and Robin the best," Brady said. 0
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GRIEVANCE, from page 1.
before changing the grade "is plausible." But, she continues, changing the
grade back to F is not "a suitable remedy
for any procedural error that may have
been committed by ... Wright.
"Had the F swcxl, the srudent would
have had to pay fa- and retake the entire

Water will be shut off on the entire North Campus, with the
exception of the TeleCommunity Center, the General Services
Building and the Mark Twain Building on Friday at 10:30 p.m. The
shutdown, a result of work on the West Drive parking structure,
will last approximately 24 hours. Those requiring more information
can call Chris Samples at 7196.

Q)urse.'~

All students, faculty and staff are Invited to partiCipate as
Chancellor Blanche M. Touhill receives the 1998 St. Louis "Citizen
of the Year" award during an on-campus ceremony at 4 p.m. on
April 7 in the Mark Twain Building. A reception will follow the ceremony. Call 5789 to RSVP.

Jody Miller, assistant professor of criminology and criminal Jus·
tlce, has been selected as a Fulbright Fellow to Sri Lanka for the
Winter Semester 1999. While there, she will conduct research into
child sex tourism . Kimberly Leonard, associate professor of criminology and criminal justice, has won the Outstanding Book Award
from the Gustavus Myers Center for the Study of Human Rights in
North America for her book Minorities in Juvenile Justice.

Contact Mary Lindsley at 516-5174 to submit items for Newswire.

SALUTE, from page 1
some progress," Kemp said.
She said that many times when
women make advances, it is initiated by a few women working
together.
"Countless times it has been
small groups of women ... who
,have changed their societies to
meet their needs," Kemp said.
Kemp has worked for the U.S.
Department of Labor since 1970,
and became the regional administrator of the Women's Bureau in
May 1983. She is on the board of
directors at UM-Kansas City, and

Janice Taylor Cataldi
Theresa Crisitiani
Deborah Douglas
Frances L. Hoffinan
Bridgette Jenkins
Judith Elizabeth Titlow
Haruko Watanabe
in July 1997, she was one of 65
people on the United States' delegation at the "Vital Voices:
Women in Democracy" conference in Vietnam. 0

I
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Leaving the B as assigned by Koch
and approved by Wright "minimizes the
damage to the student and the University
community," T ouhill concluded
But Herrell didn't give up. She ;q:peaIed
to Manuel Pachem, president of the UM
S~tem, in Decernl::er. Two weeks ago,
almost a year to the day of Herrell's first letter to TouhilI, despite, Herrell notes, the pr0cedural allowances for a 304y process or
one that is a reasonable variation thereof,
Pacheco wrote to Herrell and denied her
;q:peaI, tellingherthat ''he did not think it was
necessary" for him to reach is own "~
dent conclusion" about Hertel!'s apr:eal,
merely uphold the chancellor's decision
This, ever! though the farulry handbook
governing Wry grievances calls on the
president of the system, if ;q:peaIed to, to
"evaluate the records in order to arrive at a
judgment" But Pacheco, in denying her
;q:peaI, offered no supp:JrTIng citations on
which he based his ruling and <>aid only that
he was '\mconvin~' by HerteI!'s evidence.

Open sessions for Dr. William Frawley, candidate for Dean of the
School of Arts and Sciences, will be Thursday from 2:45 to 3:15
and 6:00 to 6:30 in 201 Lucas for students, and Friday from 1:00
to 2:00 for faculty in 72 J.C. Penney. Dr. Frawley is Chair of the
Department of Linguistics at the University of Delaware. Student
sessions for Dr. Gail Dinter-Gottlieb, also a candidate for Dean, will
be on April 6 from 2:45 to 3:15 in 201 Lucas and 6:00 to 6:30 in
302 CCB. Faculty sessions will be on April 6 from 11:15 to 12:30
in 331 SSB. Dr. Dinter-Gottlieb is Dean of the Faculty of Natural
and Social Sciences at Buffalo State College. Curriculum vitae for
the candidates are on reserve in the library.

,
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for the ruling.
Herrell said she is nOt saris£ed with
T ouhill's or Pacheco's ruling, that the president's simply avoids the issues, that the
chancdlor's discounts the instructor's pr0fessional judgment and rums the university
experience into a profit-driven machine,
lacking academic integrity.
Larson agrees. Speaking gen=lly, he
noted the import of an F, esp:riilly in cases
of academic dishonesty.
"If a professor finds a situation where a
student has been academically dishonest,
they are honor bound to come dOVvTI
hard. The penalty is deserved, or the professor probably couldn't sleep at night."
larson and others are quick to point
out that they recognize the importance of
the grievance process and support its basic
functionas a recourse for students and faculty alike.
'1£ the di,honesty was unimentional
and the student didn't realize they were,
say, plagiarizing, then clearly an appeal is in
order."
But the important component in the
process, they say, is grievance resolution at
a level ".",here colleagues of the same disci-

pline can assess one another's decisions
and reach soluTIom that are fair.
And therein lies the sticking point for
some students. Melinda Long, a senior
English and education major, is currently
grieving a grade issued to her by John
Onuska Jr" assex..'iate professor of English.
Long says the only redeeming value of
a process otherwise marked by one painful
experience after another is that a cross-section of University community members
are hearing her grievance and that she has
the option to take that ruling to another
level
'1£ Dr. Onuska's colleagues in the
English Department are allowed to serve
(on the committee), there would be bias,"
Long sairl Long has throughout the
process alleged that Onuska and other
members of the English faculty have
"blackballed" her, "gossiping about" her to
one another, telling colleagues to "'Watch
out" for her in their classes and "prejudging" her work because of her tOrmented
relationship with Onuska.
If the process Vi:lSll't mediated by students and faculty unrelated to Onuska's
department, Long said she would have "no

These official rulings that circle
back on previous judgments, themselves predicated on yet other administrators' findings are, faculty insist, the
primary evidence for the necessity of
resolutions like the one they read last
week in the senate. And more than just
prOtecting the faculty, Charles Lu-son'
says administrators should welcome
such procedural prohibitions on the
level to which a grievance can be
appealed and overturned.
'1 would think adminisrators would
appreciate (this resolution) ," Larson
said. "I can't imagine they want to mess
around with this topic much."
Touhill, who was unavailable to comment personally on the rnaner and who
spoke through Bob Samples, director of
University Communications, said she
stands by her ruling in Herrell's case but
would not elaborate on any~tor perceived amence of professional jusci£cation

chance" of receiving a "fair shake." But in
the end, Long has few good things to say
of the process. She said she will file a federalla'WSUit agall5t the University".",hen the
gnevance process is played out
Onuska is equally dissaris£ed with
process; he has already filed his own grievance agaimL the Universiry for what he
alleges are violations of hi, rights in the
Long grievance process.
Grievances supplanting grievances,
based on grievances.
•

For now, the process is much the
same as it has been: ambiguous, faculty say;
abused Onuska has called it; disappointing,
Hertell says. Administrators won't comment; srudent's don't seem to care unless
they're involved, but faculty say that,
bey~md the self-serving interestS embodied
in the resolution, their resolution in the ( .
senate also attenlflts to address the unilateral dissatisfaction with the grievance i
process from start to finish. ll1e senate ~
will give second reading to the bill and I
consider it for passage in upcoming .. ,
meetmgs.
"This is a good resolution," Larson
said. "I hope it passes." 0

Listen up, girlies and pallies ...
I got the goods. Da Honors College is invitin' ya to the Fourtb Annual
Casino Night Here's the dirt: Ya pick up yer girlie or yer guy and head to
the Honors College at 7p.m. on Apri 1],1998. When ya git there ya donate
$S ta the Head First Foundation and ya'll git a mess of dams. Those're
kinda like dough. bui not really. At da end of da night ya bid in an auction
for prizes. Now that ya knov; cia deaL I better see ya there or I'll find ya
and kneecap ya Remember the password: brainmoney
. Parking will be
aV<illable at the
Honors CoIl.:.ege
at-
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EMPLOYMENT?

Iffll:rIlI:lf§LS
V¥' e are currently lookjng Tor jndividuals to load and unload delivery vans
and trailers on our early Iflorning (3;00 H.ID. shirt)
our
arternoo n shift:s (2:00 p.In. shit't or 5:00 p_Ul.. shi.ft) at both ot- our
locadons in. St. Louis. Start at $7.50 or $8.00/hour and 'Work up to

or

Earning $S.SO-$9.00 fhour
~rbings

~:fter

90 days of cIUployrnent.

you can expect:

. It- interested please

COlne

RobinTunney and ~enry Thomas are so good - pure and observant.
, Th.ey evoke the characters instead of just going for the melodrama,
Roger Ebert, SISKEL & EBERT

and apply at the times and days listed belo'>'" for

each location.

Mon., Wed., Fri.
] :00 p.n\.- 4:30 p.1Tl.

Tues., Thurs.
1 :00 p . l l l . - 4:30 p_n:l..

.'~ STRANGE AND tOUCIllNG STORY.
.A.:perceptive an~understanding treatment of Tourette Syndrome:'.

..... No ,>veeken.ds
)0;. Tuiti.on ReirrlburseITIcnt (after 30 days of' elTIployrnenc')
,
OpportLU1ities tor AdvanceInent
);.- Weekly Pay
» Approximately 4-5 hours per day

"Indelibly stamped with soul and integrity.
.
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Robin Tunney gives a jolting, powerhouse performance,"
Robert Ellsworth t DETOUR MAGAZINE

"A ftne featuredebut by Bob Gosse!'
Manohla Dargis, LA WEEKLY

6' SO Olive Ln.

54:'14 Eagle Tact. Ct.

St. Louis. MO 63112

Ha,-.ehvood . !VIO 63042

1-800- 872-7::296
Ext. 6927
lvhr..st be at Toast 1 S years of' ag.,

EOE/AA

Storage the easy way without
leaving your dorm or residence
A Roo my Vau lt Is Brought
Right To Your Place!
Why struggle with trying to find a place
to store your belongings during time
off from school? Why face the hassle of
renting a vehicle to take them to a
storage site? With Mobile Vault, you can
store your belongings conveniently, on
your own schedule, right in your
backyard or driveway. Fill a clean,
roomy Mobile Vault, lock it and then
have Mobile Vault pick up the entire
unit and store it safely in
Mobile Vault's air-conditioned
and heated facilities.
Low monthly cost.
Pick-up and
delivery service.

569-9999

ONLY $45. 00 per month

"Price includes special Storage Banc Gift Bag

•

STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 3

~1'IR.EN BERG

SHADY OAK
FOR.SYTH AT HANLEY
S22-CINE

